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Abstract: The search aimed at designing a proposed educational program for individual instruction using the
programmed instruction and recognizing its impact on the skill of throwing Javelin for the students of the
second year in the Faculty of Physical Education, Tanta University. The researcher used the experimental
method on a sample of 25 students. The programmed book was formed of the different stages of learning javelin
throwing like javelin grasping and carrying, approaching target, preparatory Steps, throwing position, throwing
Javelin, finishing and keeping balance. Besides, Physical tests and figured intelligence tests have been applied
to make sure of the correctness of the data of the search sample (The students of Physical Education in Tanta
University). One of the most important results was using Keller strategy for individualizing learning of
programmed instruction that leads to improving the technical performance of throwing javelin. Also, it was clear
that using Keller strategy of individualizing by programmed instruction helps the learner to self - learn. 
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INTRODUCTION learning was Keller's strategy that is known as an

Modern educational trends call to caring about the material into small Modules to be studied separately. Each
learner to become the main part in the process of learning. unit contains determined educational targets that are well
It also calls to improve the instructor's role not to be only known by learners and also they know what is really
a guide and a councilor but also to become the controller expected from them to be able to focus on the most
of the educational environment as whole. The modern important points in the material. Worrying from the test is
trend in the process of education is the individualizing not considered because test re-entry is allowable. But
learning depending on the fault of most of the instructors mastery and perfection are inevitable as the learners must
is instructing or explaining lessons according to the meet certain level of efficiency and perfection for getting
semiskilled learner and his abilities regardless of those of self - satisfaction and psychological content and not to
low or high levels. That's why we must care for face any punishment in case of failing at any test of those
individualizing learning [1]. Individualizing learning is a units. It is worthy saying that it is allowed  in Keller's
way of managing the learning process in the way that strategy  for learners to perform and go ahead in the
enables learners to indulge in the educational tasks that process of learning as fast as they can according to their
really suit their abilities and their speed of learning under capacities, abilities their level (low- medium- high) and
the guide and supervision of the instructor that helps their desires that enable them to control their performing
them in dealing with the problems that face them during through learning the content of the material, as long as
their studies to achieve the desirable educational aims [2]. learning perfection is a prerequisite in Keller's strategy. It
Several previous studies agree that Keller strategy is a is normal that each learner needs different period to get to
personalized system of learning and is known by many the desirable level of proficiency and to master the
names as Individualized Instruction and Modular learning because of different levels of self - speed of each
Instruction. One of the strategies used to individualize learner [3-6]. 

educational system that depends on the division of the
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The programmed instruction is considered one of the from negative to positive learning. The role of the teacher
modern technological ways in the field of physical was limited just to giving information and knowledge to
education and it represents one of the individualized the learner but it must be now more effective to cope with
learning methods that learners can benefit from especially the new challenges of this era and making the learner more
in various motion skills and this helps in saving the time effective in the process of learning by being more
and effort of the instructor during explaining these effective and active. So, the researcher found it was
movements, it also helps in improving learners depending necessary to use modern teaching methods with its great
on themselves without a continual need to an instructor capacities for inventing educational programs and
[7]. The programmed instruction depends on a number of teaching them via practical courses of javelin throwing
important basics and principles that are really considered within organized planned way through the use of
during preparing the material that needs programming. programmed instruction which helps to individualize the
Previous studies agree on the division of each skill into learning process and provide the best access of learning.
some small steps that it is consisted of like responding, Thus the idea of the research emerged in being an
positive participation, immediate grasping of the skill as a attempt of recognizing the effectiveness of the
result of responding or enhancement, going a head in educational program in individualizing learning using
learning according to the personal ability of the learner programmed instruction for learning the skills of javelin
and depending on self - evaluation [8-10]. The main skills throwing and learning some other technical skills,
of javelin throwing are considered the main and the most educational steps and rules of javelin throwing for the
effective in winning for any individual and it includes students of the second year in the Faculty of Physical
three main important skills - student skills- (technical Education within a practical study in using Keller strategy
steps - educational steps - Rules) .Javelin throwing skill is ( Individualizing Learning ) using the programmed
one of the academic courses in the faculties of physical instruction in learning the skill of javelin throwing, that
education and it requires applying modern educational what gives modernity touch to the research. The research
technological methods of recognizing and learning the aims at designing a proposed educational program for
skill. individualizing learning using programmed instruction and

Modern educational techniques are important to recognizing its effects in throwing javelin on the students
facilitate understanding and learning the main skills for of the second year in the faculty of Physical Education,
achieving aimed targets. This way, the learning methods Tanta University. 
are delivered from instructors to learners easily and non-
participation and passiveness of learners turn to Hypotheses: There are statistical indicating differences
activeness. The instructor's role in guiding and directing between the three average measurements of the research
will become more effective in the process of learning via (pre- in between - post) in Javelin throwing focusing on
the experience of the researcher in teaching javelin the post measurement.
throwing - to the students of the second year, Faculty of
Physical Education, Tanta University - he noticed that it MATERIALS AND METHODS
is taught in a traditional way that depends on oral
explanation and practical model of skills without any kind The researcher used the experimental method by
of effective participation from the learners themselves and using the pre- post measurements for the experimental
this is really incompatible with the development of group in Keller's strategy is used by the programmed
education technology to upgrade the learning process at instruction in learning. 25 students were selected
this time, add to this the increasing numbers of learners haphazardly as a sample from the second year in the
during practical courses and what follows is the contrast Faculty of Physical Education, Tanta University. The
in the differences among learners and the extra burden on researcher has chosen the sample in terms of consistency
the instructor and his need to learning and facilitating with growth rates ( age - height -weight - intelligence) and
Skills to be easy to understood in an attempt to master the physical abilities in technical stages ( grasping and
each stage to get to the ideal performance of the skill. So, carrying the javelin, approaching, preparatory steps,
the instructor must consider the best way for teaching throwing position, throwing javelin, finishing and keeping
according to differences and individualization among balance) in javelin throwing skill to indicate to the
learners that are the axis of the educational process. Also importance of data in data variables. The researcher used
he must care for the modern learning and the transition the following tools for collecting data:
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First: Equipments and tools that include restameter (competitions of the field ) subject to revise and check the
device to measure the total length of the body, medical
scale for weighing weight, stop watch, medical balls,
tapeline, training funnels, medical balls weigh 3 kg. 

Second
Tests of Physical Abilities: A test in extreme power by
testing fist strength, strength of back muscles and a test
in leg muscles strength. A test in strength is characterized
by speed through making a test in leaping beginning from
the first point [11], besides making a test in throwing
hockey ball to the farthest point [12]. 

Balance testing via making the modified test of Pass.
Fitness test by making a test in tetra in tetra jump (10
seconds) and a test in sidestepping (20 seconds). 
A body bending to the front test [11],flexibility test
by turning and touching [13] 
Accuracy test by a test in shooting merged circles
[14]
A test in transitional speed by making a test in
running from the beginning point of the running for
the runner [11].

Third: A test in measuring mental abilities (intelligence),
it used number of mental questions for knowing your
ability in thinking, focusing on images, the perception of
movement forms and its relation to one another according
to similarities and differences. Also it measures the ability
of grasping and imagining different movements. This test
was used in many studies in the field of physical
education as it is considered the most suitable to be used
in the sport field for this age [15]. 

Fourth:  A test in skill performance (technical stages ), the
searcher indicates that the technical stages for javelin
throwing is now under study by checking many of the
specialized scientific references in javelin throwing skill
[16-18], besides knowing the experts opinion. The stages
were: grasping, carrying, approaching, stimulating steps,
throwing position, throwing, finishing and keeping
balance.

Fifth: A statement estimating the skilful performance of
throwing javelin : this statement was designed by the
researcher himself for measuring the skill of throwing shot
put through some steps some that are grasping, carrying,
readiness position, sidesteps, throwing position,
throwing, finishing, keeping balance), with the help of a
committee   consists     of     three    arbiters     that    teach

evaluation statement of throwing javelin. After calculating
the statement results they calculate the total of javelin
throwing skill (60 marks) by dedicating 10 marks for each
part of the abovementioned skills. After that they checked
the results and found statistical differences in the 0.05
level for javelin throwing skill and they made sure of the
correctness of the result by repeating the test after two
days on a sample consists of 8 students and the stability
was from 0.75 to 0.85. 

Sixth: The educational program using individualizing
learning by programmed instruction. The researcher
indicates that preparing programmed units requires a great
effort because it needs caring for setting the aims and the
way of ordering framework and organizing it .The
following is showing the steps of preparing the
programmed units according to the opinion. They agree
that the steps of programmed units represent in: setting
educational aims, knowing (recognizing) instructors,
levels of proficiency and their abilities, determining the
right material that must be included in the program,
dividing the material into small parts (preparing
frameworks and setting the right way for showing it within
the program), writing the framework at the beginning and
then preparing it for the final show and putting the final
steps for showing the program [19-21]. 

Primary  Experiment  for  the  Programmed   Book:
There was a primary study on 8 students, not from the
sample of the search or search community that was from
25/02/2008 to 28/02/2008. The experiment was to test the
book in its final form. There were frameworks for each
educational step and important explanatory images for
these frameworks. Thus, the programmed book becomes
suitable for being used with the main sample of the
research.

The Application of the Basic Experiment: The searcher
applied the experiment of basic research in the first
semester of the academic year 2007/2008, from 1/03/2008
to 26/04/2008 by using two educational units per week,
knowing that the actual time for the lecture of javelin
throwing is 90 min and that was performed during the first
45 minutes of the lecture and the rest of the lecture was
for learning other technical stages in the subject, that was
for 8 continual weeks. The programmed book was used
with the experimental group. Also explanatory show
method was used with the other group (used instead of
the sample of study), clarifies educational lessons using
the traditional way with the adjective group. 
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Setting Aims: The researcher has identified the Statistical Treatments: The researcher used the following
objectives of the programmed book in (grasping and statistical ways: average, standard curving, splay, skew,
carrying, readiness stand, side steps, throwing position, factor, variance analysis, LSD, %.
throwing, finishing and keeping balance). And this to
achieve a good level in performance in the research stages RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
of javelin throwing. 

Skills Analysis: The researcher has analyzed the stages the research sample. The values of bending modulus were
of the research for recognizing the skill parts and each between ±3 and this directly indicates that the data are
educational and technical step, also the progressive unspotted. In Tables 2-4, the researcher shows the results
exercises for each part aiming at organizing the of the three measurements (pre- in between - post) in the
programmed units in away that ensures teaching the variable skills in throwing javelin. 
material in the shortest time as long as possible. From the research hypotheses, its objectives, the

Setting the Ways of Achieving Goals: The researcher has light of the results that the researcher got after treating it
set the ways of achieving goals in the educational statistically, the researcher found that in the second table
process (module) by providing some motivating there were differences of statistical indications in the
statements and information to motivate the learners. average of the three research measurements (pre - in post)
These statements and information are characterized by in varying skill analysis of javelin throwing skill for the
shortness and suspense. There were also some search group in the level (0.05).(f) value in 20 - 720 : 3.13
instructions in the beginning of the programmed book, and it was less than (F) value that was calculated before
besides some explanatory images that really help the (50.057- 82.034) in the stages of throwing javelin . This
student in the technical performance. Programmed lining shows that there were difference of statistical indications
was also used in designing the book as it really fits the in the averages of the three measurements of the research
research. which brought the researcher to make L.S.D three research

Designing the Programmed Book (In its Primary Shape): he found that L.S.D value in the variable grasping and
The researcher has designed the programmed book in its carrying = 0.51 was less than the differences in the
primary shape, teaching it requires 8 weeks, two lessons averages of three measurements of the research that show
per week, each skill was divided into some smaller steps rising value of the averages. The differences between the
that can be easy to be performed and understood. The pre and in between measurements was 1.56, for the favor
student that finishes the mastery of the skill must estimate of the in between measurement  the percentage in the
himself and ask the instructor for evaluating him. The averages differences was 34, 21% between the post and in
programmed book has been presented to a group of - between measurements was 2.20 for the favor of the post
experts in javelin throwing to express their opinion about measurement. The differences percentage in averages was
the book its fitness to achieve the desirable aims and the 35.94%, between pre and post measurements (3.76) for the
accuracy of the stages of the educational process in each favor of post measurement, the percentage of the
unit to achieve learning in a limited time as long as differences in averages was (82.45%) . this shows that
possible. The survey shows that 90% of the contents of differences in measurements were for the favor of post
the programmed book and the educational steps in it were measurement in grasping and carrying variable. Whereas
accredited. it was 0.51 in approaching variable less than the value of

Research Measurements: (Pre-in between-post) research that shows rising values of averages as for the
measurement of the research were applied using the same three measurements. The difference between pre and in
conditions and procedures in each measurement. Each between measurements was 1.43 for the favor of in
one of them was performed over three days. The first between measurement and the percentage of differences
(grasping, carrying, approaching), the second (stimulus in averages was 30.40% and between post and in between
steps), the third (throwing position, throwing, finishing measurements (2.21), for the favor of the post
and keeping balance). measurement.

The researcher, in the first table, clarified the data of

data, the research sample and its characteristics and in the

measurements as it is shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Then

differences between the three measurements of the
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Table 1: Characterization of the sample of the key variables under study for showing the reasonability of the data 

No. Variable Average Factor Standard Curving Splay Skew

Growth rates 
1 Age 20.14 0.19 0.19 0.36- 0.97
2 Length 173.83 2.11 2.11 1.25 0.92-
3 Weight 72.00 3.98 3.98 0.73.- 0.57

Mental abilities 

1 Intelligence 36.78 0.63 0.36 0.98- 0.56

Physical tests 
1 Leaping 2.20 0.12 0.12 2.14 1.67-
2 Turning &touch test 20.98 0.10 0.10 2.16 1.49-
3 Body flexibility test 5.71 0.13 0.13 2.61 0.87
4 Hockey throwing 37.24 1.30 1.30 0.29 0.10-
5 Tetra jump (10sec) 4.33 0.12 0.12 0.16 0.69-
6 Side stepping (20 seconds) 19.00 0.13 0.13 1.61 0.70-
7 Left fist strength test 23.94 082 0.82 0.25- 0.21-
8 Right fist strength test 29.50 0.91 0.91 2.37 1.21
9 Back muscles strength test 151.0 2.45 2.45 2.60 1.08
10 Leg muscles strength test 167.55 3.96 3.96 1.10- 0.16-
11 Running test (30m) 5.90 0.23 0.23 0.46- 0.41
12 Pass modified test 63.25 2.55 2.55 0.40- 0.18-
13 Shooting merged circles test 9.40 0.57 0.57 3.06 0.07

Skill analysis 

1 Grasping and carrying 5.00 0.50 0.50 2.11- 0.25-
2 Approaching 5.00 0.43 0.43 0.35- 1.29-
3 Preparatory steps 4.00 0.43 0.43 0.35- 1.30
4 Throwing position 4.00 0.49 049 1.76- 0.62
5 Throwing, finishing and keeping balance 4.00 0.33 0.33 1.56 0.49

Total of skill analysis 22.0 0.84 0.84 1.18 0.99

Table 2: Variance Analysis of the three measurement averages of the research (pre- in between- post) in the variable of the analysis for the group N= 25

No Variable Variable Source Temperature Squares total Squares average F value

1 Grasping and carrying While measuring 2 178.427 89.213 74.467
in measuring 72 86.256 1.198

Total 74 264.683

2 Approaching While    measuring 2 168.027 84.013 69.894
in measuring 72 86.544 1.202

Total 74 254.571

3 Preparatory steps While measuring 2 188.187 94.093 82.034
in measuring 72 82.584 1.147

Total 74 270.771

4 Throwing position While measuring 2 224.960 112.480 50.057
in measuring 72 161.784 2.280

Total 74 386.744

5 Throwing finishing While measuring 2 257.907 129.453 88.484
and keeping balance in measuring 72 105.336 1.463

Total 74 364.243

6 Total While measuring 2 5020.347 2510.173 191.324
in measuring 72 944.64 13.120

Total 74 5964.987
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Table 3: The least difference indicators among the three measurements of the research (pre- in between - post) in the variable of skill analysis in Javelin
throwing for the research group.

Average differences
------------------------------------------------------------

No. Variable Measurements Averages Pre In between Post L.S.D

1 Grasping and carrying pre 4.56 *1.56 *3.76 0.51
In between 6.12 *2.20
post 8.32

2 Approaching pre 4.76 *1.43 *3.64 0.51
In between 6.19 *2.21
post 8.40

3 Preparatory steps pre 4.24 *1.92 *3.88 0.50
In between 6.16 *1.96
Post 8.12

4 Throwing position Pre 4.36 92.24 *4.24 0.70
In between 6.60 *2.00
Post 8.60

5 Throwing finishing Pre 4.12 *2.72 *4.52 0.56
and keeping balance In between 6.84 *1.80

Post 8.64

6 Total Pre 22.04 *9.88 *20.04 1.70
In between 31.92 *10.16
Post 42.08

Table 4: Improvement rates in research measurements (pre - in between - post) in the variable of skill analysis of javelin throwing for the research group. 

Improvements rates %
-------------------------------------------------------------

No. Variable Measurements Averages Pre In Post

1 Grasping and carrying pre 4.56 34.21 82.45
In between 6.12 35.94
post 8.32

2 Approaching pre 4.67 30.40 77.73
In between 6.19 35.70
post 8.40

3 Preparatory steps pre 4.24 45.28 91.51
In between 6.16 31.81
post 8.12

4 Throwing position pre 4.36 51.37 97.24
In between 6.60 30.30
post 8.60

5 Throwing,finishing,and pre 4.12 66.02 109.70
keeping balance In between 6.84 26.31

post 8.64

6 Total pre 22.04 44.82 90.92
In between 31.92 31.83
post 42.08

The percentage of the differences in averages was really less than differences between the averages of the
35.70% and between pre and post measurements was 3.64 three measurements of the research that show rising
for the favor of the post measurement. The percentage of average values among them as the difference between pre
the differences in averages was 77.73%. This indicates and in between measurement was 1.92 for the favor of in
that differences between measurements was always for between measurement and the percentage of the
the favor of the post measurement in approaching variable difference in averages was 45.58% and between post and
and in the variable of preparatory steps was 0.50 that is in  between  measurement  was1.96  for  the  favor  of post
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measurement. The percentage of the differences in The researcher says that this improvement in the
averages was 31.81% and between pre and post
measurements was 3.88 for the favor of the post
measurement. The percentage of the differences among
averages was 91.51% and this shows that measurements
were for the favor of the post measurement in the
preparatory steps and in throwing position it was 0.70,
less than the Value of difference among the averages of
three research measurements that show rising value of the
averages as for the three measurements. the differences
between the pre and in - between measurements was 2.24
for the favor of in - between measurement and the
percentage of the difference between averages was 1.37%
and between post and in - between measurements was
2.00 for the favor of post measurement. The percentage of
the differences between averages was 30.30% and
between pre and post measurements was 4.24 for the
favor of post measurement. The percentage of the
differences between averages was 97.24% and this
indicates that the measurements were for the favor of the
post measurement in (throwing position). And in the
variable of (throwing, finishing and keeping balance it was
0.56, less than the value of differences between the
averages of the three measurements that show rising the
averages as it was 2.72 between the pre and in - between
measurements for the favor of in - between measurement
and the percentage differences between averages was
66.02% and between the post and in between
measurements was 1.80 for the favor of post measurement
and the percentage of the differences in the a verges was
26.31% and between pre and post measurements was 452
for the favor of the post measurement and the percentage
of the differences in averages was 104.70%, this clarifies
that the measurements were for the favor of the post
measurement in the variable of throwing, finishing and
keeping balance . In the total of skill analysis for the skill
of throwing javelin it was 1.70, less than the value of
differences between the three measurements that show
rising in the value of averages between measurements
because it was 9.88 between the pre and in-between
measurement, for the favor of the in-between
measurement and the percentage of the differences
between measurements was 44.82% between the post and
in between measurements was 10.16 for the favor of post
measurement and the percentage of the differences
between averages was 31.83% and between pre and post
measurements was 20.04 for the favor of post
measurement. The percentage between differences was
90.92% and this shows clearly that the measurements of
the research were for the favor of post measurement in the
final total of skill analysis for the skill of throwing javelin.

sample in the post measurement, compared with the
averages of the pre and in between measurements, is for
using individualizing learning using programmed
instruction and this is consistent with the results of the
previous studies in that using programmed instruction
and individualized learning has appositive influence in the
educational process  on  the  skilful performance for the
students [2, 4, 5, 22-25]. 

Using individualized learning via different teaching
methods affects positively in learning movement skills in
sport field and this led to clarify the differences between
(pre- in between - post ) measurements for the favor of
post measurement as a direct effect of using
individualized learning that represents an important
strategy and a systematic attempt to face these individual
differences for the learners as it really is one of the most
important of learning methods that allows making use of
learning skills effectively and this contributes in
improving the student's knowledge, level and behavior.
This also helps in providing them with information about
the coming time. It is a type of learning which enables the
student to learn whatever he wants by himself because
having individualized learning skills enables the student
to learn all the times and along his life in and out of the
lecture and this is known by "Continuing Education" [2,8-
10]. Also, percentages of improvement were in favor of
post measurement for performing the javelin throwing
skill. The researcher admits the effectiveness of using
individualized instruction via using the programmed book
that helps in acquiring the right motion sequence of the
skill under study and remembering skill details. The
method used helped greatly in increasing the motivation
for the learners and in improving the performance in post
measurements.

CONCLUSION

In the light of the research objectives and
hypotheses and within the research sample and results,
we can get to the following conclusions: 

Using individualized learning by programmed
instruction lead to improving the technical stages of
Javelin throwing skill. 
Using individualized learning by programmed
instruction contributes in helping the learner in self -
learning.

Recommendations: Based on what results showed and in
the light of the previous conclusions, the researcher
recommends with the following: 
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The importance of using individualized learning by 9. Kojak, K.H., 1997. Modern Trends in Curriculum and
programmed instruction in learning javelin throwing
skill
Classifying the learners from the very beginning
according to their abilities and levels. 
The importance of encouraging teaching staff on
using modern teaching methods in teaching all
subjects to avoid stiffness of the traditional way of
teaching.
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